
CALIBRATION RESULTS

Fig-1: Schematic diagram of the slurry erosion test rig.

Fig-2: Erosion-corrosion mechanism maps for WC/Co-Cr coating(M.M. 
Stack, T.M. Abd El Badia, 2006).

PROJECT OVERVIEW

In this project, research work is being carried out on the Tribological and Tribo-

Corrosion mechanisms of materials in tidal turbine conditions. This work is linked to

an ESPRC Supergen project Project No. (2013-2016) on materials for marine

renewable energy processes which include tidal and wave energy conversion. This

research comprises testing of materials on slurry impingement erosion jet rig and

construction of tribo-corrosion maps for the materials under such conditions
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FUTURE WORK

Studying the durability & the properties related to corrosion

fatigue of the range of polymer composites.

Testing(Wear & Electrochemical) them under tidal turbine

conditions.

Identifying the rate of corrosion by morphological

characterization using advanced microscopy techniques.

Constructing of the Tribo-Corosion Maps.

Designing a model based on the experimental results.

Possibly judging the ubiquity of the materials from the above

steps.
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Fig-4: Source Argonne National Laboratory(M.Elmahdy, 2014)

Stress corrosion cracking(SCC) in the blade edges begins when small cracks develop on

the external surface of the blade and it can end in structural failure.

Figure 4 shows, such effects with the condition that leads to the SCC.

Tensile stress, susceptible material, and corrosive environment are the conditions that

play vital role in SCC occurrence.

PREVIOUS WORK

An erosion-corrosion map for WC/Co-Cr coating (from previous work Fig. 2) shows

the trend of concentration of particles, wt% versus E [mV/SCE]

The regime dominating the erosion-corrosion process for the WC/Co-Cr coating from

0 to 250 mV is erosion-dissolution.

These results, together with the map for the steel, will be the reference maps with

new results applicable to tidal turbine materials will be compared.

CASE 1: USING STILL WATER

Why is it important?

To understand the role of the Ejector

To study the erosion-corrosion parameters such as

 Impact Velocity

 The relationship between the impact velocity with L-Distance and d/D ratio

Fig-3: Calibration Results by varying the ’L’ Distance Using d=2.8mm
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